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In most Eidos-related emergencies, your first response 
will be to finish the vi ctim's game, potentially resulting 
in the loss of a lot n lore than a friendship. So before 
playing games like Tomb Raider 2 or Deathtrap Dungeon, 
study the enclosed fi 
them in an easily accesible location near your 
PlayStationT And rest 
the injured, you can fii nish what their lame ass couldn't. 

eiDOS 
You've been warned. 



PICK A 
(HEY, IT'S CHRISTMAS. 
"Tekken 2 is the besL.no contest." 

-Game Players August '96 

"Tekken 2 is THE can't-miss PlayStation game 

of the year!"- Game Players September '96 

"This game is a must buy for anyone 

who owns a PlayStation (novices and 

fanatics alike)." - PS Extreme September '96 



FIGHT 
PICK TWO.) 
"Soul Blade heads the early list for best 

fighting game of the year." - GameFan February '97 

"...no gamer should be without 

spectacular fighting game ever to grace a 

console."-GameFan March '97 

"...it's simply the best 3D 

PlayStation." - 







JFearllas AuA&i 





Contents 

124 - Holiday Buyer’s Guide 
You better not pout this holiday season. Witt 
our Holiday Buyer’s Guide, we review which 
games are the best for each of the systems. 
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Compiled by: Dan “Shoe" Hsu 











“Winner! Best Plantation Came at E3." 
...unique gameplay and killer graphics that will rocket it straight into the PlayStation' hall of fame." 

-GAMEPRO 
"...positively oozes high production values... This one's going to be big!" 

-GAMEFAN 

“...a rarity in today's sequel-studded market: a completely fresh idea." 
-P.S.X. 

"...one of the coolest games I've ever seen..." 













Kinds liKe reruns. Even more fun the second time around. 





Sushi-X Files e-mail: sushi x@zd.com 





Sony Kidnaps Lara Croft 
' Eidos' star adventurer signs up for PlayStation exclusivity 

Nintendo Gets Beaned 
Nintendo characters jump on the beanie bandwagon 

If you shop for or collect The first series of Nintendo 

' ' “ J four of Nintendo's beloved char¬ 
acters from the Mario series: 

irio, Bowser, Donkey Kong and 

like Bugs Bunny, the craze has . , 
continued and doesn't show any Babbage's, and the JC Penney 
signs of slowing. Now, Seattle- *•«-- — ■- *- *— 
based Bensussen Deutsch and 
Associates have created bean 
bag characters that Nintendo and it's expected that these charac- 
video game fans can enjoy. The *   u~1—,J *~ C-J 
characters also mark the compa- 

Tidbits... 
Sega Gets Visual 

Sega of America has pur¬ 
chased a minority share of San 
Rafael, Calif.-based Visual 
Concepts. The company will begin 
creating Sega brand titles for the 
Saturn and PC exclusively begin¬ 
ning in 1998. Founded in 1988, 
Visual Concepts has developed 
games for Electronic Arts, 
Konami, Interplay, Namco and 

terns. The company recently com¬ 
pleted NBA Action ’98 for Sega. 

Game Boy Boosts NCL 

sales for the first six months of 
the year would be higher than its 
earlier estimate of 180 billion yen. 
The company attributed this to 
solid sales of the Game Boy, 
which continues to be strong in 
Japan. The popularity of the 
Pocket Monster game in Japan 

responded to 3Dfx’s allegations 
that they intentionally deceived 
3Dfx into thinking their technolo¬ 
gy would be used in Sega’s next 
system, instead going with NEC’s. 

Sega reaffirmed that being an 
investor in 3Dfx, it wouldn’t be 
involved in disclosing 3Dfx’s pro¬ 
prietary information. Stating their 
defense against the allegations, 
Sega says they have “strategic 
partnerships with numerous enti¬ 
ties and, in the course of the rela¬ 
tionships, receives proprietary 
information. Sega has always 
respected the proprietary rights 
of its partners, and expects the 
same treatment in return.” 

Sega plans to aggressively 

complaints and refused 

Sony Goes to Hong Kong 

Hong Kong subsidiary that will 

PlayStation into Asia. Backed by 
HK $4 million, they’ll be test 
marketing the system officially by 
the end of the year. 
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SMRABtfbbu, 

It's one thing to take a bullet lili a man but how does 
one take 3-foot long, razor sharp scissors? How will 
you avert decapitation and keep your entrails from 
spilling out over the kitchen floor? This will surely be 
your fate unless you can outwit Norway’s most lethal 
killer-Scissorman. You’ll have to become a master of 
stealth and deception to avoid being cut to ribbons in 
this blood-soaked horror adventure. 

Five playable characters and ten different endings 
for super-extended replay value. 

Amazingly detailed, horrific graphics and 
special effects. 

Bone-chilling sound effects. 

So grab your copy of Clock Tower”, 
turn out the lights, and pray. cinr.K' 





PlayStatio 

In a game where just about ANYTHING 
become a weapon, it’s nice to know Ypi 
STlll FIND A GOODOCBAZOOKA. 

Here, the inner tuv streets are uttered 
wrm weapons op all sorts. 
Some of your own making._■ 
Others ready-made and banned in most i 

ALL PROVIDE ENDLESS HOURS OF 

EXPLOSIONS, GUNFIRE. AND MISERY 

OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY. 

NO WONDER mis CITY NEVER SLEEPS.' 

fightingf< 

DO N'TC LO MEWI TH 
■ mw . 

NEW 
CH ECKj N G ACC I ms." 



Of Noah and Hitler... 



otional frames 
umation... 
- IGN12 ^ 



International News By John Ricciardi john_ricciardi@zd.com 

Konami Shows Off Key Titles 
Exclusive Press Tour In Japan Highlights Company's Upcoming P5 And N64 Games 

For example, when questioned on the possibility of a new Contra game Gear Solid and Dracula 
for the Nintendo 64, KCE Osaka’s president, Kuniaki Kinoshita replied that (Castlevania) 3D. 

Producer Hideo Kojima (right) explains his 
vision for Metal Gear Solid while Art 
Designer Yoji Shinkawa (left) looks on. 

Nintendo’s Saving Grace? 
"Pokemon" Phenomenon Set To Revitalize Slumping 64 Sales 

Tekken Anime 
Namco's Fighting Game Hits The Small Screen 



v \ 
CHOOSE FROM 9 RIPPIN' POUfOTN^L 

VEHICLE* ATOU j 
Test your driving skius 

, ON 5 INTENSE tracks: 
$ Desert, Jungle,Strip 

Mine, Mountain and 
r COASTLINE. 

iTss —* _ W,^3 ^ 
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roan donors 

been Volunteers. 



While you still have a choice. 

W\vw.deaH)trapduogcoo.coro 



NEC to enter hardware forum? • Model 4 on the way 

Final Fight on the N64? • Madden, QBC '98 saga continues 

Time Crisis 2 almost here! • PlayStation 64 delayed? 

secret game info is now in reach. Read on... 

for the PC and possibly thVDural in early 1999, Sacrifice is a 3-D action 

a their own video game system and Sega will c' ' ' ' 
Bit console (as vyell as PCs and PlayStation). Tl 

We’ll just have to wait and s6e... 

a their own video game system and Sega will develop software for the 64- Sacrifice will also incorporate highly detailed animated textures. For exan 

bid of $150 mijlion to acquire Vifgin from Spelling Entertainment. 
Apparently, a bid of $150 million was a bit on the low side,: " 1 

hit Japanese arcades this Christmas and February in the U.S. We haven’t and make a few detail changes. It seems the NFL isn’t very pleased with the 
I J!*n_ ,1 * :_—j. J-L. : *T^xu.... fact that Madden 64 has all the NFL’s official team colors. Since EA Sports 

it to the PS in 1998. this delay. AJLAcciaim has to worry about is getting the game to pass 
p Capcom developments 

(DigititVer'satile Disc) for the PlayStation 64. The console is said to incor- 

November), one of Terry-Aki’s Japanese sourcesihas learned that Capcom is planning to develop for the system. Although Virtua Fighter 4 is the 

the game is 2-D or 3-D or even when they are gqingto release it, but the some reason. We also hear that this coin-op board will use a Microsoft 

his famous bag of tricks and he’s convinced he’ll get the full sco 

-•The "Q' 



- 2,000 years’agoT'' 
the Grea't Wall 

divided those who had it 
from those who didn’t,*, 



both motocross heelie _ 
lerbikes. Turbo-steer 

rrr 
Big nii 
outrog 

r, sick tricks, and ten 
eoustrorks, including 

the Great Wall- 



kkk ok w"*1* 01 “ 

sr and hit 220 i 
straightaway. 

Fast, arcade-style motor<ycle racint 
for your PlayStation. 









DELICIOUS! 

“Like Lara Croft, CROC has more 
moves than you can shake a stick at.” 

-PSM-PlayStation Magazine 

“Move over Mario.. .and cruise 
by Crash.. .CROC rocks!” 

- 6AMEPR0 

“CROC is looking to be one of the best 
3D platform games for the year!” 

-PSExtreme 
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If you’re playing games on a TV, you haven’t played them yet. 

PHILIPS MAGNAVOX 

Ldk mfa timp bett&f 
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It’s the sequel 

to the 1996 
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WATCH YOUR BACK. THE GREATEST 
COLLECTION OF SPECIAL MOVES... 

11, iid M | At li Lm 11 ^ 
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SATURN 

Treasure's 

Latest 2-D 

Masterpiece 

DUST ENTERED THE ARENA, 

Fighter II Turbo, and Street Fighter Alpha 2 Gold, 
all in their true arcade form. Own the Street Fighter 
legacy. At around $1.50 a fighter, that's a fair 
fight, dontcha think? 

CAPCOM 





GET READY 
FOR THE 

MOST 
ANTICIPATED 

"SPECIAL 
MOVE” IN 
FIGHTING 

GAME 
HISTORY. 



STREET FIGHTER’S IN 

D. This beast pits the original f 
-eet Fighter vets — Guile, Zangie 
'u, Ken, Bison, Chun-Li, Dhalsii 
id Sakura in an amazing 
cade hit. What else is the 
me? Signature Street Fighter 
imeplay. New? Lots! Crack you 
uckles and welcome 12 all-ne\ 
|hters in the biggest Street 
ghter ever! Playable bosses, 7 
fferent play modes, a total of 2 
aracters, this is the 3-D game 
jrth fighting for... 



www.capcom.com 



Previews 



Journey to the far future to save the distant past. 
Battle.hand-torhand. Solve intriguing puzzles. 
Wield powerful magic. Explore a huge 3D world. 
Ygjir mission; retrieve the legendary sword 
Excalibur. \ / 

Featuring over200 locations, 60 different / J 
characters, full Speech, and incredible realistic 
light-sourcing, Exdalibur 2555 is an absolute epic. 

“ ...could well do for 3D action adventured what 
Tomb Raider did for 3D platformers” A 
- Edge \ AJ 

“ Excalibur 2555 is oneof the most unique ? 
3D games ever... a really, really cool game') 
— Diehard Gamefan / ( \ 







nba action 98 





nhr all-star hockey ’98 
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is a limited 
Offer. 

S ONE nw HMIMY IHW 
NAKI is proud to introduce a 

line of gift-bundles for this 

Holiday Season! 





The upside: 

WENCHES. 
The downside: 

THE jJLAN'K. 

the plaok bobs. Will this be the end? 

Welcome to Shipwreckers! Life on the high 

seas at its swashbuckling best. Wield flame 

throwers and hurl lightning bolts as you man 

Jolly Roger. Battle one to five other players. 



Previews 



of its rubber-burnin' glory. 

iijj tea® 
REGULAR 

@ 23 New Calls 

GS? 7 Pre-Bootleg Calls 

6S? "Jerk Baby Jerk (Bass Mix)" 

ENHANCED/INTERACTIVE 

Same as regular plusi 

SEE and HEAR the characters COME TO LIFEt 

SSfShoot potatoes up Jack Tor S' butt!! 

Gs^Blow Sol Rosenberg's hand off!! 

@ Access exclusive screen saver 





THIS IS NO GAME 

ne, developed 
Concepts, will 

ime NBA basket- 

straightforward, t 

sive formations« 

NBA Fastbreak '98 

MORTAL KOMBAT 
ANNIHILATION 

SCOOTER • KMFDM 

MEGADETH -MANBREAK- RAMMSTEIN 

PSYKOSONIK. JUNO REACTOR 

CIRRUS•FACE TO FACE 

THE FUTURE SOUND OF LONDON 

AND MORE! 





Hot Soundtrack 

’'Trbpr 
The Younger, 
Younger 28s 





CAUTION: 
Cvber-M.onster 

"Conspiracy 
erect 



Skullmonkeys 

Back For More 
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lew PlayStation™ Game Console. 
From The CreatmsOf Landstalker.™ 

Bctmccn the iliorlds of tiglWnd Bark, 
Bttmeen the State of (Eon8nouB|| Snc 
ties the Realm of the BreamtbWaii 









■81 
COMMAND C CONQUER 

FOR THE 
PLAYSTATION™ 
GAME CONSOLE. 





Meet your new co-workers. 



PLAYSTATION 





DON'T SHOOT 

Actual PlayStation Screen Shots. 

From 3rd person view, span Snap into sniper mode Start zooming in. 
the horizon for your target. with the flip of a button. 

With hundreds of enemy alien grunts and bosses waiting in ambush, 
saving the earth is an almost impossible task. Fortunately the revo¬ 
lutionary sniper mode evens the odds. Zoom in and target your prey 
from over two miles away. What was once just a speck on the horizon 
is now an enemy close enough to see the fear in its eyes. Whether or 
not it deserves to keep its head is your call. 

• Six new arenas designed exclusively for the Sony 
PlayStation™ game console. 

• An arsenal of unique and twisted weapons including 
bombs, grenades, homing missiles, parachutes, 
and much more. 

• 60 arenas spread out over 6 massive mining cities. 
• Full 3-D environment allowing 360 degree freedom 

of movement. 



...UNTIL YOU SEETHE 
GREENS OF THEIR EYES 

IT THINKS. THEREFORE IT KILLS. 

AVAILABLE NOW FOR THE PLAYSTATION1' GAME CONSOLE. 





Our programmers found a way 
to create the most 

authentic basketball game around. 
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NINTENDO 64 



®NGHT. 
No QUARTERS 
Needed. 

TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME! 
Blaster, BurgerTime, Joust 2, Moon Patrol, 
Root Beer Tapper, Splat and Spy Hunter. 





IKkAKTV1 "IQ SUPERSTAR 
SOCCER 64 
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hyper stereo surroynd sound- 

amplified 
sound precision-adjustable stereo 

speaker doors/ / / / 

video! game sound presets 

hyper graphic 
J ~ circuitry 

amplified , 
* . . low-emi: 

graphics resistant 

enhancement 

13” color TV With 
181 -channel tuning 

extreme 
power 

works with ail video 
game systems j 

| multiple game system 
hoo|<-upls 1 \ X 

tilt/swivel stand \ s 

stereo headphonejack 

backlit remote control 

■ I of gaming sound power 
■^*vour eardrums aimed 









'Twas the night before Christmas, and all through the house, not a creature was stirring, except Santas hot spouse. And with her she brought three 

64 

Things Are Looking Up For Nintendo's Capable Console 

N 



Step up to the Power Of Test Drive 4 & 

r~~I 

It's Beauty vs. Beast as modern super-cars battle the power of the past. You'll race acre 

the world's most exotic tracks, avoid multiple-car police chases, and negotiate 

on-coming traffic. Which will reign supreme - technology 

or pure muscle? It's up to you to find out! 



scruffy little elves. 'Terrific,” she said. 'They'll do all the work themselves." But the tiny helpers had ideas of their own. They wanted to haul all that 

Puzzle: Tetrisphere 

Fighting: Killer Instinct Gold 



Ill theSaear future, mankind has conquered dimensional travel but 
the door we have opened swings both ways. The peaceful city you 
have grown up in has become a haven for dark creatures from 
another world— Demons! Now it’s up to you and your friendl to 
harness the hidden power within you by entering the fantasy f 
game known as Persona. 

with incredible abilities that you will need to defeat 
' Demon invaders and cleanse the land of their force: 
:h them before doing battle to determine your best 
ion. Fight them or enlist their aid in your mission, 
ou are set for the fantasy adventure of a lifetime! 

SPECIAL FEA+URESf^ 
Based on the ultra-popular, mega-hit, Megami /( 

Tensi serit!?m Japan: first time to hit US shores 0 

100+ hours-ofipulse pounding gameplay ^ I ^ 

* Over 300 different monsters to do battle ^itl^^V 

* Morph any member of your party into a / 

more powerful “Persona” / 

UK 

*o| 
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gaming gear home. Mrs. Claus wasn't about to take any crap. "Now, now boys," she said, "put the N64 back!" Elf Crispin shouted, "No way, boss, 



VENGEANCE 
NOW *10 OFF. 

ONLY AT SEARS. 

Visit www.colonywars.com for a chance to win a trip to Space Camp. 

CUP THIS COUPON AND PRESENT IT AT PARTICIPATING SEARS STORES TO RECEIVE $10 OFF YOUR PURCHASE OF COLONY WARS. 

GOOD FOR $10 OFF COLONY WARS 

cauorNv Ujgir?g ™ SEARS 











Coming 
October '97 

Visit our WEIi&ITE www*interplay.com 
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This is what they really mean when they talk 

about totally immersive gameplay.Take a dip 

these sub-infested waters for a spot of nuclear 

fishin’. 12 subaquatic psychos want to send you 

down and they'' 







md advanced military 
vantages of the C.I.A. 
lion Agency). Take the 
v, and maybe even lose 
tit the real secrets of the 

I Glen Blanston, formerly I ular Captain 

your life to find i 
t Thresholds. 

canceled 

Thresholds 

This sleek, high-tech ship is fast. 
Highly advanced military weapons 

interfere 

:iny island nation of Venganza has suffered centuries 
f abusefom oppressive bullying countries and now 
they are out for revenge. The V.L.O. (Venganzan 

Liberation Organization) wants to control the 

i bitter Or. Adam Pocalypse van- 

device capable of drowning I 
i pay restitutio 

I Venganzan i teaming I 

vily armored to protect you from; 
ceptional .stealth -fighte 

great fori 

PRQFESBDf! flftm5TRONG 

i former soviet military i 
nee archeologist, to n I they plan I i that these mysterious 

t the resurrection 
t Union. other subs seek to destroy the pods, 

Earth Hope is waging war against t dates modem humans and he's not about to 

fight. Skillful sh 
help Armstrong I 

!, grabbing the pods: 

i location of a sub the Rammer i This dolphin 
ruthless enforcer can turn and 

Hydrobeam (C.A.I 

SLOW POKE 
A strong homing device makes this 

weapon good for close combat. 

Good for ambushes, plant this 
weapon and then press the fire 

button 

REMOTE PILOT TORPEDO 
Leave your sub behind as you guide 

this torpedo to your target. 

MAGNETIC SUCKER 
The magnetic field pulls the enemy towards 

the bomb, detonating on contact. 

Several deadly mechanical piranhas 
swarm the target ripping the enemy 

apart on contact. 

© 
DEPTH 

CHARGE 
Key Combo: Hold, R2 

^jnd press Left, Right, Up. 
*Drop this heavy charge 

on enemies below you. 

Key Combo: Hold R2 and press Right, Left, 
Down. The enemy can't avoid this spiky mine. 

NEflTO 
TORPEDO 

Homing qualities make this 
a deadlier version of the line 

of sight torpedo. 

Check the enemy list 
to see who has the 

most pods, then attack 
with the shaker to 

steal their loot., 

THE PODS 
Grab all five energy pods 
to activate the Thresholds 
and master Critical Depth. 

Use Shaker weapons 
or ram enemy subs 

to steal pods. 

opponent, 

T4H-E FRENCH 
□CERNQGRRPHERE 

special weapon: death grip 
Spinning claws create an energy vortei 

ucking the nearest enemy into the mechan- 



Meanwhile Elf Shoe had his eye on a Saturn. "Those guys got their stuff," he said. "Now it's my turn." But within two seconds he switched from happy 

mmm 

Saturn 0 
Sega's System Isn't Quite The Cool Gift It Used To Be 
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This lethal 

weapon just 

slipped 

through 

customs. 

lust off the jet with a fighting style as dangerous 

3 ——K,—— or countered. It s the 
incredible power stru, 

. pt—]i»u- you'll ever witness. 
Accept the challenge 
of Dragon Ball GT: 

_ One question... 

MA&QHBAU 
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COQLBOAROER5? 

OZONE 

18 Burton snowboards. Halfpif 
contest. Snowboard park. Frees 
player racing. And any trick 
imaginable. Cool Boarders' 2. 
The nextbestthing to fresh pow. 

f Vw— l 
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Straight From The 
Mushroom’s Mouth... 
In our efforts to uncover Toad’s secret, we had Nintendo set up an 
interview with the androgynous hero. He is Toad. Hear him roar... 

schedule of driving go-carts and jumping 

nights1 ha'rd0S’ Vlde°Sam6S and M°nday 

I Ictu 
In Mario Kart 64, you seem very 



The Next Chapter in the 
Ogre BattleSeries. , 



INTRODUCING THE FIRST GAME YOU CAN PLAY WITH THIS JOYSTICK. 











nted. 

Hit the road like a ruthless speed demon in all your racing 

games. The ACT LABS RS breaks all the rules with multi-system 

compatibility on PlayStation” N64“ PC and Sega Saturn!" 

Comes standard with no-slip pedals, a Eormula-l butterfly 

gear rocker and 1 2 HYPER Programm<^3^§bult8^^^'* 

1-800-980-9997 

»t Assist^ 
,.e£v 





For lefties* righties* nose pickers* 

shark attack survivors* 

folks with poison oak* 

avid porn fans* 

pissed off New York taxi cah drivers* 

a certain mid-80's hard rock drummer* 

that clumsy kid in shop class* 

people who gave their right arm for something* 

and Sahrina Whitehead* 

who wrote down absolutely everything 

Mrs. Dinklemeyer said in History 101. 















The GooF-Sau. Actioh-Hzw 
I s Bfrckf 



The f?err (jytimiM Camp Pojlt^e 
Jorr Pecame a C^EATErr Hit! 
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Rarein’ To Go 

aiM 



□ Castlevania: Symphony of the Night (PS) 
□ DiddyKong Racing (N64) 
□ Final Fantasy VII (PS) 
□ GoldenEye 007 (N64) 

□ Madden NFL 98/64 (PS/SAT/N64) 
□ Saturn Bomberman (SAT) 
□ Star Fox 64 (N64) 
□ Street Fighter II Collection (PS/SAT) 
□ Tomb Raider 2 (PS) 

□ Albert Odyssey 
□ Fighters Megamix 
□ Madden NFL98 

□ Sega Touring Car Championship 
□ Shining the Holy Ark 
□ Sonic Jam 
□ Street Fighter II Collection 

m’97(PS) 
□ International Superstar Soccer 64 (N64) 
□ Madden NFL 98/64 (PS/SAT/N64) 
□ MLB '98 (PS) 
□ NBA Live 98 (PS/SAT) 
□ NFL GameDay ’98 (PS) 
□ NHL FaceOff’98 (PS) 
□ NHL98 (PS/SAT) 
□ World Series Baseball '98 (SAT) 
□ Worldwide Soccer ’98 (SAT) 

□ Blast Corps 

□ Diddy Kong Racing 
□ GoldenEye 007 
□ International Superstar! 
□ Madden 64 

□ Mischief Makers 
□ Star Fox 64 
□ Tetrisphere 

'64 
□ NFL Blitz 
□ Pocket Fighter 
□ Street Fighter III 
□ SuperGT 

□ Diddy Kong Racing (N64) 
□ Extreme G (N64) 
□ F-i Championship (PS) 
□ NASCAR 98 (PS) 
□ Sega Touring Car Championship (SAT) 

□ Castlevania: Symphony of the Night 
□ Colony Wars 
□ Crash Bandicoot 2 
□ Final Fantasy VII 
□ Madden NFL98 
□ NFL GameDay ’98 
□ Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee 
□ PaRappa the Rapper 
□ Street Fighter EX Plus Alpha 
□ Tomb Raider 2 

□ Blast Corps (N64) 
□ Castlevania: Symphony of the Night (PS) 
□ Colony Wars (PS) 
□ Crash Bandicoot 2 (PS) 

□ GoldenEye 007 (N64) 
□ One (PS) 
□ Nuclear Strike (PS) 
□ Saturn Bomberman (SAT) 
□ Treasures of the Deep (PS) 

□ Fighters Megamix (SAT) 
□ Last Bronx (SAT) 
□ Soul Blade (PS) 
□ Street Fighter II Collection (PS/SAT) 
□ Street Fighter EX Plus Alpha (PS) 



□ Albert Odyssey (SAT) 
□ Final Fantasy VII (PS) 
□ Magic Knight Rayearth (SAT) 
□ Shining the Holy Ark (SAT) 
□ Wild Arms (PS) 

□ Enemy Zero (SAT) 
□ Resident Evil: Director’s Cut (PS) 
□ Riven (PS) 
□ Sentient (PS) 
□ Tomb Raider 2 (PS) 

□ Castlevania: Symphony of the Night (PS) 
□ Mega Man 8 (PS/SAT) 
□ Mega Man X4 (PS/SAT) 
□ Mischief Makers (N64) 
□ Pandemonium 2 (PS) 

□ Command & Conquer: Red Alert (PS) 
□ Ogre Battle (PS) 
□ Tactics Ogre Battle (PS) 
□ Vandal Hearts (PS) 
□ Warcraft il (PS/SAT) 

□ Nanotek Warrior (PS) 
□ RayStorm (PS) 
□ Salamander Deluxe Pack (PS) 
□ Star Fox 64 (N64) 
□ Xevious 3D (PS) 

□ Crypt Killer (PS/SAT) 
□ Lethal Enforcers I & II (PS) 
□ Maximum Force (PS/SAT) 
□ Scud (SAT) 
□ Time Crisis (PS) 

□ Duke Nukem (N64/PS/SAT) 
□ GoldenEye 007 (N64) 
□ Quake (SAT) 
□ Turok: Dinosaur Hunter (N64) 

□ Bust-A-Move 3 (PS/SAT) 
□ Intelligent Qube (PS) 
□ Norse by Norsewest (PS/SAT) 
□ Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo (PS/SAT) 
□ Tetrisphere (N64) 

□ Diddy Kong Racing (N64) 
□ GoldenEye 007 (N64) 
□ Mario Kart 64^64) 
□ Poy Poy (PS) 
□ Saturn Bomberman (SAT) 

□ Blast Corps (N64) 
□ Enemy Zero (SAT) 
□ Harvest Moon (SNES) 
□ Monster Rancher (PS) 
□ PaRappa the Rapper (PS) 

□ Arcade's Greatest Hits 2 (PS) 
□ Namco Museum Vol. 3 (PS) 
□ Sega Ages (SAT) 
□ Sonic Jam (SAT) 
□ Street Fighter II Collection (PS/SAT) 

□ Colony Wars (PS) 
□ Final Fantasy VII (PS) 
□ GoldenEye 007 (N64) 
□ Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee (PS) 
□ Soul Blade (PS) 

□ Albert Odyssey (SAT) 
□ Castlevania: Symphony of the Night (PS) 
□ Final Fantasy VII (PS) 
□ PaRappa the Rapper (PS) 
□ Soul Blade (PS) 

□ Colony Wars (PS) 
□ GoldenEye 007 (N64) 
□ NBA Live 98 (PS/SAT) 
□ Oddworld: Abe’s Oddysee (PS) 
□ Star Fox 64 (N64) 

□ Mario 
□ PaRappa 
□ Sonic 

□ InterAct GameShark (N64) 
□ Namco Guncon Light Gun (PS) 
□ Naki Lunar Gun w/Red Sight (PS/SAT) 
□ Nintendo Rumble Pak (N64) 
□ Sony Dual Analog Joypad (PS) 





mist. Turn 

'Burn 
/ 

Pit yourself against 12 napalm-wielding speedfreaks across 12 looping, coiling, corkscrewing 

rollercoaster racetracks. If you’ve never seen a cyber-cycle take a stinger missile 

up the tailpipe during a blistering halfpipe, you’re about to OD on adrenaline. 

Racing to the Nth degree through gravitational extremes. 

Freestyling off the shockwave of enemy shrapnel. 

Surfing the knife-edge between G-force and burning wreckage! 

If gravity’s a law, then this is a felony. 

-flu 

4-PLAYER RACING AH 

mi 
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-Ultra Gcirrij^j 

“The Graphics and speed of 
Extreme-G are out of this world” 

m -Q64- 

of the most interesting 
ense track layouts ever 

a racing game.” 













mEET Lord DEimos, 
LOOKS THAT KILL. 

HAnDS OF STEEL. 
rotted DisposiTion, 

(AnD he's ABOUT TO GET mEDiEVAE UPSiDE YOUR HEAD.) 

witch out for Lord Deimos - he’s looking 

Lord Deimos is just one of the vicious 

warriors you’ll go against in Mace - 

The Dark Age. Each fighter comes 

with his or her own deadly weapon and 

so many different moves and combos 

that inflicting pain will be easier than 

ever before. And thanks to the arcade 

development of the “Voodoo Graphics” 



READY TO WEAR 

Reality Quest's The Glove... 
will change the way you 
playgames." 

- GamePro 
July 1997 

The Glove does 

give the dedicated 

gamer a competitive 

control advantage." 

- Ultra 
GamePlayers 
July 1997 

The coveted Glove 
is a truly revolutionary 
controller." 

- PSM 
October 1997 

the? VIDEO GAME CONTROL 



...ON HAND NOW 
AT STORES EVERYWHERE 

4 
PlayStation 

100% Compatible 

\ 

. r- • Proprietary Wrist 

with the Standard i. * j Motion Sensing 

Controller for the Technology 

PlayStation™ 

Game Console - Optional Y-Axis 

Layout 

Digital, Analog, and r\ 
Simulated Analog % jr 

p-/ \ • Three Pre-defined 

Modes Button Layouts 

Plug 'n Play rf - Three Sensitivity 

Fast Button Layout 

Options 

WWW.THEGLOVE.COM 
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Here are some pointers to 
help you drive like a champion: 

road that 
usually put in place to force drivers to 

reduce their speed in straight-aways. As always, 
the goal for the driver is to handle the chicane 
safely, but with minimal reduction in momentum. 
To do so, keep the straightest line possible and 

FAST CORNERS 

□rivers will try to minimize 
how much speed they lose through 
a series of fast corners. To stay 
as fast as possible, look for the 
straightest line between two corners, 
trying to take the smallest passible 
turns and reaccelerate as soon 
as you can. 

SPINNINB OUT 
Spins can occur at any speed, whether 3D or 150 miles per hour. 
This is because it is actually the driver’s actions that cause a spin. 
Some possible reasons for a spin are a sudden loss of grip of the 
rear wheels due to a poor racing line, excessive speed, or because 
a driver has accelerated too hard out of a turn. 

HAIRPIN TURNS 
Usually drivers will brake into a turn and not start 
swinging the car around until they reach the far outside of 
the corner. This is done so that the car will be moving in as straight 
a line as possible as the car exits the hairpin, which has the 
benefit of allowing the car to quickly reaccelerate out of the turn. 

CORKSCREWS 
In this 5-Bend, the first corner is tighter than the second. 
A driver will brake before the first turn and take it wide. 
As soon as he turns in, he will aim for the apex of the second 
turn to accelerate out of the next corner. He can reaccelerate 
immediately after he is done braking into the first corner. 

Ubi Soft www.ubisaft.cam • 1-8DD-UBI-5DFT 



www.coolboy.com 

i ;. ... . n Pole Position 64 Game! The ONLY r 
(end Grand Prir calendar yet to be Wired!) the li«4! fl Pole Pbsitiod puts jou.. 
Obi Sett witl fly one lucky winner and a triend or guardian from in the cockpit of a high-perfor- 
anywhere in the M. to Milan, Italy tor an erpense-paid, once-m-a-life- mance Ft racer! Rocket through j 
time four-day event! We'll visit Alfa Romeo before transferring to Como It nee courses and battle 1 
where you’ll enjoy the practice sessions and qoalifying races, race against the best driverslhe f 
previews and finally, the Italian Grand Prii! Event includes cocktail world has to offer! f 

GO TO THE FI POLE POSITION POSTER FOUND INSIDE THIS DECEMBER ISSUE 
OF EGM TO FIND THE ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS! 

To Enter: Send in your answers [or go to www.ubisoft.com], cut along the dotted line and mail 
to the address below, and you could find yourself at the Italian Grand Prix. 

Ubi Soft 

2. For those hairpin turns, drivers will usually_into a turn. 
3. Which 1996 Formula One driver is from Germany and drives a Sauber?_ 
4. Which driver only had one championship point for the 1996 season? _ 
5. What is the Ubi Soft Web site address? _ 

Include your name, address and telephone number and send to: 



super techniques, and truly beat the game, 

great detail intothe character personalities. 

ious taunts based on how bad you trounced 
your foe. Some may turn from the straightfor- 

than the 

'Most fighting games can be put i 
gories^«B^Fighter-types andf 









val Street Fighter fan (a 
antithejp^of MK) I apprl 





“The only NFL game good enough 
to put my name on it.” 

-JimmyJohnson, Miami Dolphins 

Motivation, game tips, personnel 
assessment and post-game analysis 

from Jimmy Johnson. 



Back-to-Back Super Bowl Championships 

Four-Time NFL “Coach of the Year” 

36 Consecutive NCAA Victories 

Start Taking Notes. 

Football League Players. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. All rights n 



Dec. 
1997 
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PlayStation 
* Magazine 

Available Today! 



Officially licensed by PlayStation! 

Complete steering wheel, accelerator, brake and 

stick shift system! 4-way D-pad plus 8 programmable 

digital action buttons. Incredible 270° wheel rotation. 

Also available for Nintendo 64 

with built-in Force Pack! 



Sometimes, to achieve perfect control, you've got to get a little out of control. 

We at Team Mad Catz take pride in going the distance for you and your game. 

You want perfect replication of the high-speed driving experience. We got it. 

The real wheel — for PlayStation and Nintendo 64. By any means necessary. 

ff/TfS?- 
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To call it a driving game is 
It’s more like a flight 



misleading. 
simulator. 

Not long ago, Porsche came to us to develop 

a driving game featuring their new Boxster* 

automobile. Needless to say, we accepted. So 

what do you get when you put a bunch of 

PlayStation"* guys and Porsche guys in a room 

together? This: the opportunity to take a 

Porsche Boxster through open-road environ¬ 

ments and onto tracks like Stuttgart and stomp 

on the accelerator until your heart begins to 

fibrillate. Just try to remember, it’s only a game. 



SSKT- 
Win Games and 
Accessories for 
your Tricks! 

Fantastic Four 

underneath the Training Option. These PP 
include Invincible, Level Skip, Big Boy and 

© 

Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee 





see you 
IbJ HELL! ■ 



i SLATER | 
RETURN TO 

FORMATION!! 

BEFORE THEM, A CORPORATE WARBIRP, 
■roja A FLyiNO CITy OF PEATH, COLP ANP 1 
FWv, \'Aj BLACK, WITH ENOUGH FIREPOWER TO 1 ^ 
wMl take out the entire pome. 1 p| 

E&! 

WLm $K~~’ iLvSk ' Vp 1 w* 
1_i.J 

j(fg£*N FEAR. LIKE FINGERS OF ICE ANP TITANIUM 1 
^JJ WRAP AROUNP SLATER'S HEART- 1 

SQUEEZING, SQUEEZING, SQUEEZING... 1 

]5§80 



NFL Gameday 98 iffflffl ppjSpi 
11 3. 

At the Main Menu Screen, access tl 

Now pick the “Add^Entry^Option 

equal teams-All players equal 

gloves-Great hands for receivers *Y 
toast-Bad pass coverage St 
leech-Great pass coverage 
hatchet-Forearm shiver is juiced 

juice - Hyper speed burst 
jack hammer-Super stiff arm 

watery ai-Catch-up speed^igh; pursuit angles 

show off—CPU does only High Steps 
gd challenge-Hidden difficulty level 

cpu offense-CPU offense gets a speed juice 
cpu defense -CPU defense gets a speed juice 

NHL Powerplay 98 
Th 

Screen, choose the “Start Game” Option. On the you can choose two new teams; the Virgin 
next screen, choose “Exhibition” and then hold Blasters and the Rad Army. Both of these teams 

f This code will give you 

f sequence normally not found in 
] the game. From the game’s 

Main Menu, access the “New 
Name” Option. Now enter the 
word, VORTEX. You will hear a 

and hold the Reset button on 
the machine. You will see a 
movie of the robots getting 
sucked into a vortex. Keep hold¬ 
ing the Reset button and the 

animation will keep looping 
until you let 



RAYSTORM Contest 
Grand Prize (1): $10,000 
First Prizes (25): One-Year Subscription to ECM 

Runner-up Prizes (50): RAYSTORM Mouse Pads 
Entry Deadline: Jan. 31,1998 

'r ’ XX""C 
" 1, *f ^ ’t ® \! - A 

Excalibur 
2555 A.D. 
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Feeling 
A Little 
Behind 
.The 

T imes? 

Call Now! 
1-900-PRE-VIEW 

$1.95/minute 
Finally there’s an instant way to get the latest gaining 

information and interact with the game editors at ECM £ ECA/F 
without using snail mail or the Internet! 

LATEST NEWS £ GAMING GOSSIP 
Listen to the Q-Mann for the hottest news in the industry! 

REVIEW CREW 
ECM’s Review Crew cuts loose with their trademark 
no-holds-barred reviews! 

SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Tell us your reviews or strategies, then read ’em online- 
or maybe even in the next ECM and ECNF\ 

COMING SOON 
Be first to unearth the next big thing in ECM and ECM‘\ 

■flIH ELECTRONIC 
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wm a Free Bike! 
Feelina luckv? PLav Courier Crisis" Then come hark here 





Cut out this coupon and J 
take it with you to BestBuy1! \| 

ai>M,DWAY 2. COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED ATTIME OF PURCHASE. r ^ I 
Cashier Instructions: |mi»T*iioo.«| |r« 
1. Scan product UPC. PH I 

Sub-Zero™ or 2. Press 1 followed by "$ Off" fed K 
3. Enter $10.00 and press “ENTER" ig| . j | i 

_ _ _ — — _ — j 
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SEGA SATURN 

Final Fantasy 7 Action Figures: $20 EA 

order hot LINE: Dealer & Wholesalers Welcome V/SA 
616-181-9181 710-1W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, CA 91776 / Fax: 626-458-6845 [ffijj] 



Funco Mail Order 

Want Something? Can’t 
Find It? 

WE’VE GOT IT! 
We Sell Previously Played 

Video Games and 
Accessories at Great Prices. 
We also Sell New Product! 

CALL FUNCO TODAY! 

612-946-8102 



Available At 
Electronic's Boutique 

Beal arcade" 3 in i jolt gun 
Rd's first most powerful light gun for video games 

'k-Back feature. Feel the Kick-Back in your hand 

ne you shoot the Bad guys! 

1 PO Box 360 Old Saybrook, CT 06475. 

PSX Regular or Advanced Color Controllers * "THE 
VIRTUAL WHEEL" - a 2 IN 1 Wheel & Flight Yoke w/ 2 

Foot Pedals PSX 1 MEG Color Memory Card 
PSX 240 Blocks Color Memory Card • PSX 

Dual Analog Stick Controller 
w/ Rumble feature 
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.blRUNUU^r 
Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 

they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us at www.retromags.com 

m these scans, nor do we offer anything 
1 the Publishers themselves. 

ss anyone selling releases from 
of support them and do let us know. 


